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Abstract:
Different OCR systems generate multiple outputs for the same input image. The difference between several outputs of OCR is used to select the best features from them. Multiple outputs techniques show a significant improvement in OCR accuracy for images that have low scanning resolution and noises. Arabic language often produces high OCR error rate compared to the Latin character-based language. For this reason, this paper evaluates the performance of main multiple outputs techniques. The goal of the evaluation process is to test and analyze these techniques on Arabic dataset, and chooses the best for this language. The testing dataset used in the evaluation process is large in order to make the reliability and the validity of the testing are higher. The result of experiments shows that the best performance obtained among comparative techniques is the one that used multiple scanning for the same input image to produce several outputs of OCR.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extracting words, sentences, and text from images is a process called optical character recognition (OCR). Post-processing stage is used to detect and correct the errors of OCR output text [1, 2]. Multiple outputs techniques are widely used in the OCR post-processing stage. These techniques present a significant improvement in accuracy of OCR system for low scanning images [3] and noisy images [4-6]. This paper will evaluate the performance of main multiple outputs OCR techniques for Arabic language. Evaluation process is important to select the best between them for this language [3-6].

The idea of multiple outputs techniques is that if there are several OCR outputs of the same input image, then it can select the best features from them [3, 5, 7]. Fig. 1 displays an example on the process of multiple outputs generation of OCR using different OCRs. Assuming, the input image in Fig. 1 includes only four words, which are “Arabic language is complex”.

Fig. 1 shows several variances between two outputs of OCR texts for the same image [5]. Therefore, a process can be implemented to choose the best features among them.

This study is arranged in five sections. Section one explained the introduction. Section two presents the comparative techniques that will be used in this study. Section three discussed the settings of evaluation process. In section four, a prototype description, results, analysis, and
discussion are explained. The last section includes the summary of this research and future work for further improvement in this research.

II. COMPARISON TECHNIQUES

This section of study will clarify three different techniques used in the evaluation process. It explains how existing techniques produce multiple outputs of OCR. Furthermore, it will present the strengths and weakness of each multiple outputs technique. In addition to that, the existing techniques are used by several researchers. However, each researcher used additional technique to choose the best features from resulted OCR texts.

For instance, the methods suggested by [7] and [8] performed same multiple outputs generation technique. Nevertheless, both researchers used different additional technique to select the best features between the OCR output texts [7, 8]. Therefore, this paper will test only these three main techniques. However, it will perform a unified technique (UT) for all experiments to select the best features between multiple outputs of OCR. This is important due to the using various techniques in selecting the best will not determine which multiple outputs technique is the best. A unified technique (UT) will be explained in section 3.

A. MOUMS

This technique is based on idea that scanning a document several times will certainly generate various features for same input document [3]. This research will denote to this technique in this paper as MOUMS. It means multiple outputs by multiple scanning. After scanning process, a document file and their versions will become inputs to same OCR system. This will lead to generate one output for each version of document.

Characters in OCR system may be misrecognized, inserted, or deleted. For instance, the character “H” may be identified by OCR system as two characters “ll”. Another case, the two characters “uu” may be identified by OCR system as “w”. The deleted, inserted, and misrecognized characters will produce different number of words in each OCR output text [3]. Therefore, alignment process is required to handle unequal words.

Alignment process requires complex calculations. Furthermore, it causes long processing time when number of words in text is large. In addition to that, existing techniques handle alignment process approximately. In other words, the alignment process between multiple outputs of OCR can produce wrong alignment of words, and this will increase OCR error rate [8, 9]. Fig. 2 displays alignment process between multiple outputs of OCR.

![Fig. 2: Alignment process for two OCR outputs text](image)

After alignment process is completed, a additional technique is implemented to vote the best features among resulting OCR texts [10]. Finally, the testing dataset that used in this technique is English, and the scanning resolution of images 300 dpi.

B. MOUMO

This research will denote to this technique in this paper as MOUMO. It means multiple outputs by multiple systems of OCR. This technique is proposed to avoid scanning a document several times. It will pass a document to dissimilar OCR systems in order to generate a single output for each OCR system. The differences will be occurred because each OCR system has different designs, algorithms, and training datasets [6]. English dataset also used in testing this technique. Furthermore, the dataset consists from noisy images and the scanning resolution of images is 400 dpi.

The only strength of this technique is that it does not require scanning images several times. However, the weakness includes, the alignment problem, and
the process of combining different OCR systems is a complex process and time-consuming [3, 5].

C. MOUMT

This research will denote to this technique in this paper as MOUMT. It means multiple outputs by multiple values of threshold. This technique is proposed to avoid scanning a document several times as MOUMS, and it proposed to avoid combining different OCR systems as MOUMO. It will produce several versions of same documents by using seven values of threshold [7]. For example, it will convert a document to binary-image using “x” value of threshold, and it will convert same document to another binary-image using “y” value of threshold, and so on. The main disadvantage of this technique is that it also suffers from alignment problem [3, 7].

III. PLAN OF EVALUATION

This paper is based on experimental approach in conducting evaluation process. It includes three stages: experimental design, measurement, and reporting. Experimental design will explain how to conduct the experiments. A measurement will determine the metrics for measuring the performance. Reporting is related to the approach used in representing the results [11].

A. Experimental Design

The goal of all experiments is to find the best existing multiple outputs technique for Arabic language. This paper will compare output of four experiments in order to achieve the goal of this study. Each experiment is implemented to convert scanning documents to a text. Figs. 3 and 4 display how to perform each experiment.
Fig. 3 shows that experiment one will not use alignment operation and will not use any voting between resulted texts, while other experiments two, three, and four will perform both alignment operation and a unified technique (UT). Experiment two, three, and four will perform MOUMO, MOUMS, and MOUMT respectively.

ABBYY OCR [12], TESSERACT OCR [13], and IRIS OCR [14] will be used in experiment two. They are chosen because many researchers used them in their methods [8, 15]. Figs. 3 and 4 also show that progressive alignment algorithm will be used to align the output texts of each experiment. This algorithm is used by most researchers to align output texts of OCR [6, 7, 15]. After alignment process, UT will be performed to select the best features between resulted texts. Fig. 5 displays UT details.

UT will use Levenshtein algorithm to produce candidates list for any incorrect word. This algorithm is chosen because most researchers used it in generating candidates list [16, 17]. However, it requires much processing time when number of the errors of text is high [16, 18, 19].

### B. Metrics

Character error rate (CER), word error rate (WER), real word error rate (RWER), and non-word error rate (NWER) are the main metrics in measuring error rate of OCR [2, 5, 15]. CER counts the wrong characters in a text of OCR. Non-word error refers to any word does not find in a lexicon, while the real word error refers to any word exist in lexicon, but it is inappropriate for the phrase. Finally, wrong word error counts both NWER and RWER together [3, 5, 15, 16]. Equations one, two, three, and four can be used to measure CER, RWER, NWER, and WER [2, 3, 16].

\[
\text{CER} = \frac{\text{No. of wrong characters in output OCR text}}{\min(\text{No. of characters in reference text}, \text{No. of characters in output OCR text})} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{WER} = \frac{\text{No. of wrong words in output OCR text}}{\text{No. of all words in reference text}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{NWER} = \frac{\text{No. of non-words in output OCR text}}{\text{No. of all words in reference text}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{RWER} = \frac{\text{No. of real words in output OCR text}}{\text{No. of all words in reference text}} \times 100
\]

To calculate CER, RWER, NWER, and WER, the reference text will be aligned with OCR text using algorithm of Smith-Waterman. This algorithm can align two texts accurately [6, 20]. Next, CER can be measured by counting number of errors occurred when any letter in OCR text is not equal to the letter in reference text. WER can be measured by counting number of errors occurred when any word in OCR text is not equal to the word in reference text. Lastly, if any wrong word does not exist in a dictionary then it considers NWER, otherwise, it considers RWER.
C. Testing Images

It is difficult to find standard datasets for Arabic language that can be used in measuring accuracy of OCR [1-3, 16]. The main reason is that, most existing datasets are small in size. Therefore, the reliability and the validity of the testing will become inaccurate. Second reason is that, images of most existing datasets include only one word or one sentence in each image. This will lead to not reflect the real documents that contain large number of words. Last reason is that, most OCR methods used different Arabic datasets in measuring OCR accuracy. This is because Arabic datasets are different in types and sizes [1-3, 16].

For the previous reasons mentioned above, this paper will perform the same steps implemented by [1] to produce large testing images. These testing images have five properties. Firstly, it includes 192856 characters, commas, brackets, etc. Secondly, it is selected by chance from Arabic websites. Thirdly, it consists of 8 various fonts: Times New Roman, Simplified Arabic, Microsoft sans Serif, Tahoma, Courier new, Arial, Adobe Arabic, and Traditional Arabic. Fourthly, Fonts size of dataset is ranging from 10 to 20. To create testing images from the dataset, a text is printed. After that, the papers are scanned at 300 dpi using new scanner.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section will show the results of comparative techniques. To measure the results of experiments, a prototype is designed. The test results of experiments one, two, three, and four are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 respectively.

Note this study will use the word “WMOT” to refer to the results of OCR process when no multiple outputs technique is used. Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, show that the values of the metrics WER, NWER, RWER, and CER for WMOT, MOUMS, MOUMO, and MOUTMT are different from each other.
Furthermore, they show that results of WMOT had the highest values of WER, CER, NWER, and RWER, than the other experiments, with rates of 51.46%, 22.22%, 35.98%, and 15.49% respectively. This indicates that error rate for Arabic language is high.

In addition to that, it can be seen clearly that MOUMS had the least values of WER, CER, NWER, and RWER, than the other experiments, with rates of 40.71%, 17.11%, 28.29%, and 12.42% respectively. This indicates that MOUMS is the most OCR accuracy among comparative techniques. Lastly, high error rate resulted from implementing the experiments shows that techniques and methods used in OCR system need more improvement to suit the characteristics of this language. This can achieve by combining several existing methods or techniques to benefits from their stenches together.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the performance evaluation of main techniques used in producing multiple outputs of OCR. Evaluation process implements and test three main techniques using large number of testing images. Number of testing images is large in order to make the reliability and the validity of the testing are higher. The testing results presented that MOUMS was the best technique among comparative techniques. In addition to that, the testing results also show that Arabic language has high OCR error rate.

Further research can be performed to increase the OCR accuracy of the existing techniques used in generating multiple outputs of OCR. This can be done by handling the weakness of current techniques. For examples, all existing techniques that used in generating multiple outputs of OCR have alignment problem. This problem as described in section 2 increases OCR error rate. Therefore, it can suggest effective solutions to handle it.

Another potential improvement can be done by proposing and developing new techniques for generating multiple outputs of OCR that can give better features between OCR resulting texts. For examples, MOUMS suffers from time consuming due to the scanning input image several times. MOUMO suffers from complexity and time consuming, because it needs processing each OCR system separately by a user. This will make combining them in a one auto system is difficult. Lastly, MOUMT converts image into binary-scale by assigning value of zero to all image pixels under a threshold, and assigning value of 250 to all image pixels above a threshold. This is not a strong approach to generate multiple outputs of OCR. It needs more improvement to give better features.
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